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The Automation & Scientific Development SIS is a sleeping giant. With
nearly 500 members, it is one of the larger Special Interest Section of the
AALL, and its sphere of concerns cross all boundaries and touch all
librarians. But, while this section has served an important role within the
AALL, it could and should be doing much more. In the age of digitalized
information, this is the group that should be leading the way on many of the
important issues facing law librarians.

The SI S has moved forward through the efforts of a handful of officers,
newsletter editors and dedicated members, and it is now my task to build
upon their accomplishments. My goal as Chair is to expand membership of
the SI S further, increase member involvement in SI S activit!es, and lead the
SIS to a more visible and important role within the AALL. As the group
concerned with some of the most important issues currently facing law
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librarians, this SIS should claim membership far beyond its present
numbers. A broader spectrum of the membership should be contributing
ideas and energy into the SI S, resulting in even higher quality publications
and educational programs and in more initiative in recommending policies
and positions to the AALL.

Some of us have sensed that members would become more active in the SIS
if mechanisms were put into place which would involve them in SIS
operations. A first step in this direction was taken last Spring, with the
appointment of a Nominating Committee of nationally prominent members to
gather names for a contested election for the position of Vice-Chair/Chair
Elect. Two well-qualified candidates were slated for the election in this
manner, but our bylaws required the election to take place at the Business
Meeting, which generally does not attract many members. These bylaws
have now been amended to allow for future elections to take place by mail
ballot, prior to the Business Meeting, so that a larger proportion of the
membership will have the opportunity to at least participate in the SI S at
this fundamental level.

In the meantime, the SIS was fortunate in attracting the leadership talents of
one newer member and retaining the talents and dedication of several
others. Jamie Niss Dunn, an energetic and enthusiastic member from the
Minneapolis law firm of Faegre and Benson, was elected Vice-Chair/Chair
Elect, while Michael Petit, our dedicated Secretary-Treasurer from the
University of Miami, agreed to serve a second year taking notes and keeping
the books. And lastly, but not leastly, Richard Leiter, from San Francisco's
Littler, Mendelson, et al., agreed to continue on as editor of Automatome for
at least another year.

Other bylaw amendments were also approved at last summer's Business
Meeting, and a copy of the revised bylaws is included elsewhere in this
issue. These changes were primarily aimed at aligning our rules with
current practices; thus, the positions of Secretary and Treasurer were
combined into one, and the term of the office extended to two years. These
amendments were formally approved by the AALL's Constitution & Bylaws
Committee this Fall.

On another front, the AALL's Special Committee on Organizational Structure
reported its findings last summer, and one of its recommendations directly
affects our SIS. This recommendation is a call from merging the
Micrographics and Audio-Visual S! S with our S1S. (A more complete copy of
the Committee's recommendations appears elsewhere in this issue.) As a
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result of this proposal, I have been asked to solicit comments from you and
report back to tile SI S Council by December 2. In this regard, I would
appreciate hearing from any interested or concerned members.

As the year progresses, other mechanisms for expanding membership
involvement will be addressed. These could include an Executive Committee
to provide leadership for the SI S, and the appointment of newsletter column
editors for Automatome to assist the editor-in-chief and expand our news
coverage. Neither of these changes would necessarily require an amendment
to the bylaws, but some consistency could be assured by providing
guidelines for an Executive Committee in the bylaws. Ideally, this Committee
would be elected by the membership as a whole, rather than appointed by
the Chair, and guarantee membership representative of the SI S.

Keep thinking about what the SIS can be doing better and what you might be
willing to do for the SIS. It's not too early to begin brainstorming about
program ideas for the annual meeting scheduled for 1990, in Minneapolis.
Automatome can always use more contributors. Are we on the right track
for getting more members involved? What do you consider some of the
more pressing issues in the area of automation & scientific development?
Let me know your ideas, or write a letter to the editor in Automatome.

sees@ -O3eOS

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
SIS ON AUTOMATION AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

June 26, 1988, Atlanta Marriott Marquis

The meeting was called to order at 1:00 pm. by SI S/ASD Chair Laurel Wendt.

The first item up for discussion was the poor response to last year's survey
(only 59 out of 500 responding). It was decided that another survey would
be a worthwhile future project, but only if the mailing were more selective
(i.e., sending the survey only to the automation contact persons at each
institution or to the contact persons for users' groups such as NOTI S,
INNOVACQ, etc.).

A proposed merger with the Audiovisual and Micrographics SI S was
discussed. The decision was made not to pursue it further at this time.

The election of officers followed. The candidates for Chair/Chair Elect were
Linda Proudfoot of the Joint-Bank Fund Library and Jamie Niss Dunn of
Faegre & Benson. Jamie Niss Dunn was elected by secret ballot. The current
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Secretary/Treasurer, Michael J. Petit of the University of Miami, was re-
elected by acclamation to serve the second year of his term.

The next item on the agenda was the revision of the Section's bylaws to
reflect current practices. A motion was proposed and passed making the
offices of Secretary and Treasurer one position instead of two. The motion
also made the position of Secretary/Treasurer a two-year term, elected
during the odd-numbered years. Another motion was passed that changed
the elections to a mail ballot to be conducted prior to the annual meeting.
The Secretary/Treasurer was then commissioned to revise the bylaws for
submitting to the Executive Board of AALL.

Richard Leiter gave a report on the status of the newsletter. The decision
was made to continue to mail it First Class mail since the cost of each mailing
was only $165.00. Ideas for format changes were discussed. The consensus
was that we would not try to formalize its structure at this time.

The final item of business was the discussion of future programs. Blair
Kauffman reported that the Section was going to co-sponsor a program on
OPAC's with the Online Bibliographic Services SIS. Other proposals for next
year's programs included a Review of Desktop Publishing Software, the
Integrated Library in the Integrated Organization, Micros to Mainframes
(Part III), Electronic Media in the Law Library: Management and Access.

Blair Kauffman formally assumed the Chair of the SIS and adjourned the
meeting at 2:20 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Michael J. Petit
Secretary/Treasurer

SPECIAL INTEREST SECTION ON
AUTOMATION & SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

BYLAWS

Article I: NAME

The name of this special interest section of the American Association of Law
Libraries (hereafter referred to as the -Association-) shall be the Special
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Interest Section on Automation and Scientific Development (hereafter
referred to as tMe "Section"), abbreviated SIS/ASD.

Article II: OBJECT

The objects of the Section shall be:

1. To promote the communication of ideas, interests, and activities
of members of the Section;

2. To educate the Section membership, and members of the
Association, concerning technological advances in librarianship,
and the practice of law;

3. To formulate and promote standards which may be applied
to those areas of technological development where
compatibility of design and uniform quality of service are
desirable;

4. To formulate and promote standards which may be used to
evaluate the performance of automated systems and
technological advances from the consumer point of view;

5. To formulate and promote standards against which specific
trade practices can be measured, to wit sales and
advertising practices, warranty coverage, and service
and maintenance procedures; and

6. To advise the Association of impending legislation which
affects automation and scientific development in law
librarianship and law practice.

Article III: MEMBERSHIP

Membership shall be open to any member of the Association requesting
affiliation with the Section, as provided in the Association's bylaws.

Article IV: GENERAL BUSINESS MEETINGS
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Section 1.

Section 2.

Section 3.

Section 4.

Article V: ELECTED OFFICERS

The elected officers of the Section will include a Chairperson,
a Vice-Chairperson, and a Secretary/Treasurer.

The election of officers will be conducted every year by mail
ballot, to be completed prior to the annual meeting. During the
even-numbered year there will be an election for Vice-
Chairperson. During the odd-numbered years there will be an
election for Vice-Chairperson and an election for
Secretary/Treasurer. Nominations for office may be submitted
in advance to a Nominating Committee appointed by the
Chairperson. Write-in votes will be permitted on the official
ballot.

If a Chairperson leaves his office, the Vice-Chairperson will
assume his duties.

If a Vice-Chairperson, a Secretary, or a Treasurer [or a
Secretary/Treasurer] leaves his office, the Chairperson will
appoint a member of the Section to assume that office until the
next annual convention of the Association, whereupon an
election will be held to fill the office for the remainder of the
term.

There will be a general business meeting held annually at the
annual convention of the Association. It shall be held at a time
and place so that all business which needs to be conducted can
be.

At each annual meeting the budget will be submitted to the
membership for approval.

Other business, including amendments to the bylaws, shall be
conducted at the business meeting.

For purposes of tabulating votes, only members in full standing
of the Section may vote; there is no quorum needed; and
majority shall be based on the number of voting members who
vote (i.e., do not abstain).

Section 1.

Section 2.

Section 3.

Section 4.
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Article VI: DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE OFFICERS

The Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, and Secretary/Treasurer shall perform
the duties usually pertaining to their respective offices, and such other
duties as may be assigned by the membership, or temporarily by the
Chairperson.

Article VII: COMMITTEES

Section 1.

Section 2.

Section 3.

There shall be such standing committees, or special committees,
as the membership of the Section shall create.

The Chairperson may create a special committee that shall last
until the next general business meeting, whereupon the
membership will decide whether it shall continue to eist, and
whether it will be a special or a standing committee.

The Chairperson may appoint a Nominating Committee in
anticipation of coming elections. The Nominating Committee
shall be a special committee, whose term will end with the
election. No action of such Committee shall be presumed to
preclude write-in votes on the official ballot,

Section VIII: AMENDMENTS TO THE BYLAWS

These bylaws may be amended at the annual meeting of the Section by a
majority of the members present and voting. Any amendment shall take
effect after it has been approved by the Association's Executive Board.

Section IX: PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

Roberts' Rules of Order in the latest edition, shall govern all deliberations of
the Section, except as otherwise specified in these bylaws.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
SIS ON AUTOMATION AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

.(include all funds).

Balance on June 1,_988

Current Year Income:

Dues ($2.50 per person)
Newsletter subs
Convention
Miscellaneous

Income to August 31, 1988

Current Year Expenditures:

Newsletter printing
Postage
Supplies
Xeroxing
Convention expense
Miscellaneous

Expenses to August 31, 1988

BALANCE ON AUGUST 1. 1988

$ 5350.75

$1,212.50

1,2 12.50

506.00
165.60

445.60
78.62

1,195.82 1L9582
$5,367.43

Note: For details of income and expenditures, see journal copy below.

JOURNAL FOR SIS ON AUTOMATION AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

TRANSACTION AMOUNT

06/01/88 Balance forward include all funds

08/31/88 Dues received
Printing
Xeroxing
Postage
Convention expense

1,212.50
( 506.00)
( 445.60)
(165.60)
( 78.62)

BALANCE

5,350.75

6,563.25
6,057.25
5,611.65
5,446.05
5,367.43

DATE
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SIS COUNCIL SOLICITS COMMENTS
FROM SIS MEMBERS ON

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

Upon the recommendation of the Special Committee on Organizational
Structure, the Executive Board has asked the SIS Council to solicit comments
from all SI S members, to deliberate, and to report its reaction to the Special
Committee's report in time for study prior to the March 1989 board meeting.
In order to prepare its response by the prescribed January deadline, the SIS
Council needs members' opinions immediately, no later than December 2.
Please mail your comments regarding any of the following Special Committee
recommendations to your SI S chair:

1. "Consider the overlap and dilution of impact which exists" in the
following SI Ss, and comment on their proposed merger:

A. Legal Information Service to the Public and Reader Services;
B. Automation and Scientific Development and Micrographics and Audio

Visual;
C. Online Bibliographic Services and Technical Services.

2. Consider the possibility of AALL Headquarters publication and
distribution of all SI S brochures, and the publication of all SI S
newsletters as an insert in certain AALL newsletters.

3. Consider the role and responsibility of AALL in supporting SIS meetings,
i.e., in activities such as providing speakers or funding, regulating
relationships with commercial sponsors, scheduling convention meetings
and programs to avoid conflict among Association, Chapter and SI S
interests.

4. Consider a bylaw amendment changing the AALL Executive Board
structure to guarantee two seats for each type-of-library SI S: Academic;
Private; and State, Court and County.

5. Consider a bylaw amendment to insure participation (but not
membership) at Executive Board meetings by the Chairs of the SIS
Council and Council of Chapter Presidents.
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6. Consider changing the SI S dues structure and increasing dues through
bylaw amendment

7. Consider amending bylaw Article 7, Section 1 to require a written
petition from 50 members rather than 25 to form a new SI S.

8. Consider a formal distinction in the Constitution and Bylaws between
type-of-library and functional SI S.

gee.. []sseo

USING REFLEX IN THE LAW LIBRARY
by

Delsie A. Stayner, Acquisitions Librarian
University of Southern California

REFLEX, from Borland, is an extremely versatile software program in that it
may be used as a tool for analyzing data imported from databases such as
LOTUS 1-2-3 and dBASE III or it may be used as a stand-alone database.
During the last few months, the University of Southern California Law
Library has used it for several different applications in the stand-alone
mode. The purpose of this article is to share some of these applications with
others.

Application 1: A Special Collection

Our initial charge was to work with a professor in developing a
research/teaching collection of Chinese law. Later, funds were added to
broaden the scope to private international law. Since funding for the project
was separate from. the general book budget, it was necessary to track these
funds separately.

Selection lists came in several formats: formal bibliographies, lists from
Legal Books in Print, handwritten lists from the professor, and even a
bibliography attached to a student's draft of a proposed research project,
forwarded to me by the professor.

As the request lists were submitted, duplicate titles began to appear. English
language titles were often recognized, but titles in Chinese, Japanese, French
and German were more problematic. Some of the items listed were already
in our collection. Our pre-search process prevented double orders, but a
more efficient method was needed in order to save staff time and energy.
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After defining tnese two prolems, duplicate requests and fiscal control, we
requested advice from a law center systems analyst. He suggested REFLEX.

REFLEX allows the user to custom design a database including any desired
fields and multiple report formats. Fields may be added at any time,
renamed (without losing the information in them), relocated, calculated and
sorted by any field. We can search by main entry, title, translated title,
authors, editors, translator's date of order, publisher, vendor, date received,
call number or price. In short, we can manipulate the data in any way we
want.

Since the report formats are also easy to design, we may print information
regarding expenditures, lists by jurisdiction and/or call numbers. We may
filter the information to find only the books which were on the lists and
already in our collection, those received or those not yet received.

Application 2: Bindery Information

In addition to placing a copy of each bindery slip in the circulation file for
the benefit of the circulation staff, we have also traditionally provided a
copy of the full list in main entry order each month. However, the bindery
needs their lists in title order by type of bindery processing desired:
standardized volumes, rebinds, permabinds, etc. Using REFLEX, the
information needs to be keyed in only once, and each of the five or six lists
can be printed, each with its own heading, number of volumes for each title,
and total volumes for that category automatically calculated.

Other Applications

Now that I have formulas written into REFLEX, monthly statistics can be
prepared by simply keying in the raw data. Correlating and sorting two or
more types of data, especially if you need lists sorted by more than one
element, are a snap.

Conclusion

This is an inexpensive program and it should not be expected to perform like
a more expensive relational database. Its strong points are its ability to sort
records by any field, the ease of setting up new databases, the revising and
editing of record and report formats, and being able to isolate, manipulate
and/or print sub-sets of the databases.
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PILOT - A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
by Mitch Fontenot

University of Nebraska

With the entrance of computers into the library world over the past few
years has come the marriage of abilities to link information in ways that,
while not impossible with manual systems, were certainly made easier. We
now are faced with exciting prospects in computer software as we head
towards a Nirvana of artificial intelligence systems and full text retrieval.
Such a prospect is PILOT.

PILOT is a MS-DOS-based program developed by John P. Doyle of Washington
& Lee Law School Library. Its purpose is to help the user search through a
body of knowledge such as basic legal research by means of text files which
are structurally linked together. The user can travel through a variety of
paths within the text files that are associated with one another, thereby
producing a learning experience which is built upon interrelationships
between different aspects of a particular subject.

This review is based on experience with a demonstration disk of PI LOT.
After booting up the program, I was brought to a main menu which
prompted me to select from a variety of items such as basic legal research
terms and library policies and services. After selecting the menu of library
policies and services, I was prompted to select from such choices as
circulation policy, interlibrary loan services, computer lab services, as well as
such items as a list of newspapers to which the library subscribes. I found
this portion of the program to be extremely useful, especially during those
times when there is not a reference librarian on duty. A drawback to this,
however, would be dedicating an entire microcomputer for this purpose.

PILOT's main advantage, however, is its ability to function as both a teaching
aid and location device with regard to legal research or subject areas. When
I selected the main menu dealing with legal research, I was prompted to the
next menu listing such items as primary materials, secondary materials,
American Law Reports etc. After choosing primary materials, another
menu appeared listing cases, statutes, etc. Choosing either cases or statutes
led to another menu listing either federal or state (in this case, Virginia)
cases or statutes. The program would then give a description of the item
selected and its location in the library. At any point throughout this process,
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I could go back step by step through the path I had taken or could go back to
tme main menu.

It is the beauty of the linking of the related text files that makes PI LOT a
step in the right direction. These relationships provide more than a
description and location device. In the case of the legal research menu, they
impart to the user the basic processes of legal information. I feel that this
program could be extremely useful to the first year law student as well as
the pro se patron as a teaching device for the novice legal researcher. One
improvement that could be made to the program would be the ability to add
graphics as in the case of the Macintosh HYPERCARD program. In PILOT, Mr.
Doyle has created a program which should be of interest to law libraries in
general and academic law libraries and those law libraries with large general
public patronage in particular.

DATABASES AND WORDPROCESSING
WORK TOGETHER

by
Becky C. Davis

Becky C. Davis, A Library Service
Los Angeles, California

Database programs have not caught on in the smaller law library
environment because they usually produce Ikludgy', heavy reports. The
librarian of a small firm (usually handling everything as "Chief Techie and
Looseleaf Filer), may have excellent data on dBASE, PARADOX or R-3ASE.
But the final reports always look like the product of an elementary school
student. The report generator in the database program may not produce
some of the fine distinctions the librarian would like to see. And setting up
report progras to produce these fine distinctions takes time! Seeing data
for a book title split between two pages (e.g.: the title appearing on page 2
and the publisher and price information appearing on page 3) when the
entire entry should appear as a grouped unit will frustrate a librarian as
well as disturb an attorney, also, occasionally, despite twisting the printer
control variables every which way, some letter-quality printers will not
print a report that their lowly dot-matrix brethren will handle with ease.

There are two standard solutions to these kinds of problems. Read all of the
literature and help-notes supplied with the database program, read all the
support books, call the (you are registered, aren't you?) help line for
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assistance, and cobble together a program file that a__y handle a specific
report problem. The second solution is to pay a programmer to prepare the
report for you, and then make sure he/she never dies or moves away from
your area in case you need that programmer again.

A non-standard solution is to simply print the report out to disk, and then
clean it up with a popular wordprocessing program. This can achieve the
same goal with about a 30% savings in time and effort, and a 100% savings in
cost.

FOOLING A PRINTER

My first attempt with this little trick happened when I could not get a letter-
quality printer to print less than 60 lines per page. So what? The problem
was that I had purchased continuous form I1 by -8_1/2 inch paper (sideways
8 1/2 x 11, if you will) for a very specific application. I set printer controls
top, bottom and in the middle of the report format I developed in R3ASE
and the stinker still rolled up 66 lines of paper for every 45 lines of text I
told it to print. The problem? Inaccessible dip switch defaults at the back of
the printer which could have been toggled off, if I wanted to wreck the
standard, everyday performance of the printer. Unacceptable. So I closed
my eyes, prayed, and printed a copy of the report to disk using RfASE"output [file]" command. I brought up WORDSTAR 4.0 (that being the
program used by my client law firm), brought in my report after setting
enough dot commands to nullify the standard page format features of
WORDSTAR, saved the file, and printed it with the special formatting
commands I had given it. It worked! For whatever reason, the page
formatting commands in WORDSTAR overrode the printer default settings
that had confounded the R3ASE report.

NUMBERS THAT WONT BEHAVE

The next time RLASE and my report "ideal" clashed occurred when I wanted
to print out a title location report organized by shelf number. Being lazy,
and/or compact in my use of language, some of the shelving references had
hyphenated shelf range descriptions (i.e. - FEDERAL REPORTER, 2ND
(shelves)23-30). Telling R:BASE to sort by shelf number and title caused all
the hyphenated shelf ranges to print out (in ascending order) at the end of
the report. The office manager wanted the list to be numerically correct. If
God and my mother had wanted me to design programming algorithms for a
living, they should have given me aptitudes for math and logic. Having
neither, I resorted to the "output [file]" trick again. I printed my report to
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disk, then imported it into WORDSTAR 4.2 and block-moved the offending
segments into "correct" numerical order. It was pretty!

KARDEX RECORDS IN RECORD TIME

Most recently, I was faced with the unenviable task of preparing an entire
Kardex file for a small law firm. The usual procedure is to build these
monsters one title at a time as the revision materials and newly purchased
titles come in the door. At the very minimum, that procedure takes a year
for all 'recurring" titles to cycle through the library. Add the complication
that I did not have access to a typewriter (electric or manual) in this firm.
All Kardex cards would have to be prepared by hand. However, there
existed a ray of hope. a year earlier, I had persuaded the firm to let me
develop a library inventory for them. This provided reasonably complete
information about all books, continuations and pamphlets in the collection,
and it was kept current every month. Since the inventory was an RASE
database, I created a minimal report containing title, author and publisher
for the inventory entries, and "output" that report to disk. Imported as an
ASCII file to WORDPERFECT, I edited out the titles I would not need for the
Kardex cards and positioned some titles two to a line because I had very
wide margins for my very wide printer. Then I printed the revised report
out on white contact paper with the adhesive backing. The ink on the plastic
contact paper had to cure for a week (or it would smudge horribly), but then
each title and publisher could be cut off the list and pasted to the part of the
Kardex card most visible to the casual browser. The result is more
professional than handwriting, and takes about the same amount of time, or
less, per title. After two hours of "cut and stick," so far, 50 of the 110 titles
have been consigned to cards.

CONCLUSION

So, if one is looking for a database program that supports sophisticated
report generation, check to see if reports can be printed out as simple files
acceptable to an in-house wordprocessing program (whether WORDSTAR,
WANG, or whatever). Since printed reports are still one of the principal
elements by which librarians persuade their law firms toward specific
courses of action, those reports should be as precise, correct and attractive as
the wordprocessing that the lawyers are accustomed to reading. Also, a
simple solution such as this should encourage librarians to explore the world
of database programs.

so*** [.....
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-Editors Tome-
MURKY WATER: HIGH TECHNOLOGY

IN THE NEW AGE
by

Richard Leiter
Littler, Mendelson, Fastiff & Tichy

San Francisco, CA

Sometimes, while I am processing words on my trusty computer (an AT-
compatible at work and a Macintosh Plus at home) I get the feeling that I
live in a world similar to that of my grandparents: we are the beneficiaries
of marvelous, earth-shaking technologies that are so wonderful that the
world will never be the same, but at the same time that are experiencing
them at a stage of development in which it seems impossible for them to
remain the same very long. I get the feeling that we will look back on our
present computers and 'igh technology and wonder how we ever got the
beasts to do what we wanted them to do.

Think about how primitive our operating systems are: precious documents
are near-invisible behind the moss-colored blankness of an active VDT
screen - the only hint at life is a small, glowing A>. But, oh, the power and
the mystery that the A> holds. Manuals and manuals of potential power that
can lead to dizzying success or gut-wrenching failure and utter disaster in a
single thoughtless keystroke; the dark, seductive kingdom of DOS.

Think about how we struggle with disk space and things like compatibility
and printer drivers. Or think about how often we, or someone we know has
spilt tears of desperation over lost documents, or has been completely
baffled by the effects of apparent mysterious strings of invisible
programming code embedded in documents or programs that make our work
almost futile. How many of us have spent sweaty hours and minutes
struggling to get a printer to print what's on the screen, to align tabs, or print
in the font that we want it to print? As I take my wordprocessing document
from computer A to computer B, there should be no fear that I might lose all
of the formatting, or that computer B might not have the same type of disk
drive that computer A has. It seems incredible that we, as computer
consumers, should have to grapple with such esoteric computer brew-ha-ha
as hexadecimal source code or ASCII codes or DIP switches.

For the time being, backs' will remain a group of elite computer users who
have taken the time to learn (or have somehow simply been born with the
right aptitude and/or natural knowledge of) much irrelevant detail about
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computer technology. There will long remain a schism between techno-crats
(the "know's") and techno-peasants (the "know-not's") as long as high-
technology continues to advance at an exponential rate in this early stage of
development. Early this century automobiles still had latex tube tires and so
car-owners had to know a great deal about how wheels were constructed in
order to operate one. What's more they had to know much about engines in
order to keep them running. People who owned cars were looked upon with
awe for all their knowledge and their pioneer spirit. Likewise, with
beginnings of other technologies: phonographs, telephones, television, etc.
When we listen to a phonograph record from 1920, we wonder, how could
people have tolerated, much less enjoyed the noisy, scratchy, almost
incoherent voices that came out of the record player. Think also about
typewriters without correctible capabilities, or photocopiers that used a wet-
porcess and film. How did people put up with such primitive equipment to
do such important work?

I think that people were always so amazed by the present advances, that the
benefit of using them was worth any price. And so it goes. We are the
beneficiaries of tremendous advances in technology, but it is clear that we
have not reached a plateau. Advances are being made in waves on a weekly
basis. We are still very much on the low side of an upward curve in the
development of technology. This places a very heavy burden on us as
managers and consumers of the new technology. Vendors will always tout
their newest product as the final culmination of their particular technology.
But we know it isn't so. We bought WordPerfect 4.2 and six months later
they brought us 5.0 - a product that is even partially incompatible with
earlier versions. Thus forcing us to decide whether to upgrade or stick with
well enough. The result is that in the wordprocessing world, users of the
same product are even divided between the devotees of one version and the
next. Countless examples can be drawn with other aspects of *high-tech'.
Even the DOS operating system segregates users of various releases. If you
bought and continue to use DOS 2.0, you are cut off from new software
developments, unless they are being written specifically for 2.0.

Instead of getting clearer, technology is getting more and more murky and
mysterious day by day. Decisions about what and when to buy get harder
and harder as a result. If we invest our money in today's technology, what
good will the investment be five years from now? New developments being
reported by publications such as PC Week are not only becoming routine,
they are being revolutionary on a weekly basis! The November 2 1 issue, for
example, reported that a company in Silicon Valley has developed a 3 1/2
inch floppy disk drive that can store 42.3 megabytes of information! At the
same time developers are creating optical read and write disks that can hold
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hundreds on megabytes! But the startling thing is that the company was
really proud of the fact that they had upped their disk-drive storage
capacity !q 42 megabytes from 24! And the 24 megabyte floppy drive has
not even reached the consumer market yet. OEM's can't even keep up with
the pace.

We are at an important interesection in library technology. We are
constantly running the risk of jumping on a loosing bandwagon. And there
are no easy signals to read that will clue us in to which choices are the right
ones so that our libraries' money is not wasted.

Many vendors are investing millions in CD-ROM. Is this a technology that is
complete, or is it one that will linger outside of general acceptibility like
microfiche? Is the technology affordable, practical, and useful enough for us
to invest money in, or is it merely another fancy 'igh tech' toy? For one
thing, it appears that there will be more than one standard with respect to
operating systems for CD-ROM, necessitating more than a single piece of
software to drive various CD-ROM products. For another, there may also be
various types of hardware, too. (The November 28 issue of PC Week reports
an announcement by developers of 8cm CD-ROM optical disks! Regular CD-
ROM are 12cm.) And again, we have to consider the time involved in
learning how to use the technology, training the patrons and getting the
patrons easy access to the equipment. Such things as sign-on and sign-off
procedures, if they vary from product to product, will merely leave us with
Tligh-tech' problems analogous to what we face today with print and on-line
media: inconsistent indexing and supplementation/search logic and syntax
We may also run the risk of spending thousands to accommodate a new
technology that will be obsolete in a few years. If a 3 1/2 inch floppy can
store 42 megabytes today, perhaps optical disks will be able to store
thousands of gigabytes next month.

But what are we to do? We obviously cannot turn our backs on technology
that will be of great benefit to our patrons. We also cannot blindly follow
any new developments that vendors offer us. As consumers, it is our
responsibility to be aware of what's out there, and insist that the vendors
give us what we want and what we need. And they are not going to know
the kinds of problems we face unless we tell them. And as long as we tell
each other. The more dialogue there is among us, as consumers of the new
technology, and the more we communicate with vendors, presumably the
better informed we will all be, and the clearer will be the vision of the new
technology and how it will fit the needs of the library of the future.
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